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Minutes of ANMF Emergency  Board Meeting on
5/20/2020

Objective
- Discuss the potential amendments intended by MRN



MRN did email correspondence about potential amendments on three MOU points -
#10, #11 and #12 after the MOU has been signed by three parties the same day
20/5/2021. Please refer to the MOU or board minute from 05/18/2021 for the details.
Concerns were raised about the process of revisiting MOU after it has been agreed
upon and signed by all three parties. Input from legal expertise ( Marvin) and input from
the Nepal members were sought regarding the urgency in the ground.

After carefully weighing all the options, the board decided to send a formal
correspondence back to MRN stating that ANMF will not entertain any revisions of
the MOU and expects all parties to strictly adhere to the MOU signed today. Also
ANMF will clarify to MRN that legal counsel of ANMF, has directed ANMF to refrain from
using the word “ partner” or “partnerships” while working with any other organization.
This has been a policy ANMF has followed for several years. Coordinating or
cooperating organizations are the terms ANMF has been asked to use.

Correspondence was received back from MRN president Dr Uprety stating -”Thank you
for the email and we don’t have any problem to adhere to the already signed MOU without any
amendment. I appreciate your prompt support to help people of Nepal.”

The board members ( see the quorum above) decided to proceed with an agreed upon plan to
transfer the fund to MRN-USA as planned in a meeting before and as outlined in the MOU
signed by three parties.

Correspondence are attached for the reference.
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